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INTRODUCTION

This paper is one of ,thirteen reports produced by the Botswana Local Institutions Research Project. The project was a collaborative effort by the
Land Tenure Cen~erand the Applied Research unit of the Ministry of Local Government and Lands • Earlier versions of these reports were published in Botswana by the Ministry, in limited numbers. LTC is reproducing them in its
pUblication series to ensure the availability of some excellent primary'information on Botswan'a to scholars in the U.S. and elsewnere outside Botswana.
The research project is in three parts. The results of a local institutions inventory are presented in the first five reports.
A later research
phase,facused on local institutions and resource management, is represented
by, the next six reports.
Finally, there are two summary reports, directed to
pOlicy-makers.
LTC wishes to express its appreciation, first, to the Project Coordinator,
Louise Fortmann. Vast amounts of her thought and energy have gone into this
project, and in retrospect, we feel that few others could have made so much of
this research opportunity. Second, LTC is grateful to the me~bers of the research team, the authors of these reports. Their exceptional commitment to the
research shows in the project.
LTC wishes to thank the Ministry of Local Government and Lands ,and particularly the staff of the Ministry 's Applied Research unit. LTC is grateful
to the three Permanent Secretaries during whose tenure the research was carried
out: B.K. Temane,sam Mpuchane, and Peter Molosi. We are particularly appreciativeof the efforts of two successive heads of the ARU. Dr. Stephen Turner,
who was Head of the unit at the inception of the project and throughout most
of thefie1d research, played a major role in the planning of the project. Ms.
NomtuseMbere, the current Head, saw the project .to completion and through the
all-important review and policy-discussion stages. Their support and encouragementwas unstinting.
Finally, the research was funded by AID/Gaborone through its Rural sector
Grant. The project would, of course, not have been possible without this funding, but it also benefited greatly from the active interest and involvement of
JOhn P ielemeier, Project Officer during the formative stages of the project,
and his successor, Laurier Maillioux.

John W. Bruce
Africa Program Coordinator
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Summary of Recommendations
Sixteen recommendations for policy changesare<made in this report. These
recommendations are summarized below. After each recommendation, the ministry
or ministries which should implement the suggestion are indicated. Readersare
strongly urged to refer to relevant sections of the report when considering
individual recommendations, for it is only in the text that the detailed analysis supporting each recommendation appears.
Sec t.i on 2.1: Drift--Pence Groups
Recommendation 1: District authorities, supported by the Ministry of
Agriculture, should draw up comprehensive dr~ft-fence plans for their
districts:
a) prepare guidelines for proposed drift-fence projects;
b)

map all existing, planned, and potential drift fences in the district.

Action: MoA.
Section 2.2: Parmers Commit.t.ee
Recommendation 2\ The Ministry of Agriculture should review the role of
farmers committees, with a view to providing them with much clearer and
more specific goals.
Act.ion: MoA.
Section 2.3: Dam Groups
Recommendation 3\ The Ministry of Agriculture should revise the "Terms
of Agreement" that darn groups sign and refocus the extension advice that
they receive.
Action: MoA.
Section 2.5: Livestock-Management Groups
Recommendation 4\ The Ministry of Agriculture should encourage livestockmanagement groups to start small and gradually expand the size of their
facilities and the scope of their operations.
Action: MoA.

xv

Section 3.1: Initiation of Farmer Groups.
Recommendation 5: The commitment of the Ministry of Agriculture to "bottom-up" group formation should be reaffirmed and every effort made to
avoid forming- new farmer groups when local farmers are unclear as to the
exact purpose and/or benefits of the group.
Action: MoA.
Section 3.2: Tasks of Farmer Groups
Recommendation 6: The Ministry of Agriculture, through Agrifacts,monthly
management meetings ,etc., should provide Agricultural DeIRonstrators with
a wider variety of suggestions on the type offarmer.9roupsthey can form
and support.
Action: MoA.
Section 3.3: Form of Farmer Groups
Recommendation 7: Extension advice to farmer groups should focus less on
strict constitutionalism and more on the content of the groups' work.
Action: MoA·.
Section 4.1sLQ9istics
Recommendation 8: The Ministry of Agriculture should make every effort
to overcome the various logistical difficulties impeding the delivery of
the agricultura1 extension ~essage:
a) fill all vacant AD posts;

b) reduce the size of AD extension areas)

c) provide ADs with adequate tran.sport;
d) provide ADs with adequate housing.
Action: MoA.
Section 4.2: Supervision
Recommendation 9: The Ministry of Agriculture should ensure that the
amount of time Agricultural Demonstrators spend on particular activities
reflects the importance of those activities in its overall extension program:
a) severely limit the nonagricultural extension work of ADs;
b) strike an appropriate balance between time in-post and time out-of-

post;
xvi

c) strike an appropriate balance between formal, "scheduled" activities
and informal, "unscheduled" activities.
Action: MoA.
Recommendation 10: The Ministry of Agr icultureshouldendeavor to reduce
the amount of paperwork expected of Agricultural Demonstrators.
Action: MoA.
section 4.3: Attitudes
Recommendation 11: Training and supervlslon of Agricultural Demonstrators
s~ould encourage them to take an active approach to contacting farmers.
Action: MoA.
Recommendation 12: Training and supervlslon of Agricultural Demonstrators
should encourage them to see problems through the farmers' eyes.
Action: MoA.
Section 5.1: Continued Influence of Traditional

Resource-Management Institutions
Recommendationl3: The continued influenc~ of the traditional land-allocationsysternshould be recognized and every effort made to integrate it
more fully with the Land Board.

Action: MLGL.
Section 5.2: The Prospects for Land-Use Planning
Recommendation 14: Land-use planning initiatives should adopt consciously
limited goals, focusing on the perceived land-use proolems of local farmers such as the arable/grazing conflict.
Action: MLGL, MoA.
Section 5.3: Grazing Management and Water Control
Recommendation 15: Local grazing-management plans (possibly in CFDAs)
should, as a first step, seek to establish local community control over
grazing resources.
Action: MLGL, MoA.

xvii

Section 5.5: Permanent Settlement at the Lands
The Government of Botswana should establish an explicit policy on permanent settlement at the lands.

Recommendation 16:

Action: MlGL, MoA.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

This report summar izes the findings of the Institutions Research Project
(IRP) on the role of local insti tutions in. managing natural resources.
The
lRP has been a major national project involving research in 34 villages or
lands areas in 7distr icts of Botswana, as detailed in table 1. Three sets
of local institutions have been examined:
1)

traditional institutions, which include the chieftaincy,
wards;

kgotla,

and

2) voluntary organizations, whic.h include the Village Development Committee (VDC) and various farmer groups, among others; and
3)

extension workers, such as the Agricultural Demonstrator (AD), Assistant Community Development Officer (ACnO), and Family Welfare Educator
(FWEl.

The question this reporttr ies to answer is how these local institutions
manage the main natural resources at their disposal, i.e., land, for both arable and grazing purposes, and water.
This report is a companion study to two earlier IRP summary reports.
These reports examined the overall role of local institutions in communal area
development l and extension services in Botswana. 2
The present report focuses specifically on resource-management issues. Inevitably, there is a certainamountof overlap between this and the two earlier lRP summary reports,
though every effort has been made to keep this to a minimum. Readers familiar
with the other two reports are asked to be patient.
There is a diversity of local conditions throughout Botswana. Land tenure
arrangements, resource endowments, settlement patterns, and a wide variety of

1. L. Fortmann, The Role of Local Institutions in Communal Area Development,LocalInstitutions Research Project, L. Fortmann, Project Coordinator, a
collaborative effort (Madison and Gaborone: Land Tenure Center, University of
Wisconsin; Applied Research Unit, Ministry of Local Government and Lands , Government of Botswana, 1983).
2. L. Fortmann, "Towards Improving Extension Services in Botswana," working paper (Gaborone: Rural Extension Coordinating Committee, 1982).

2

TABLE 1

Institutions Research Project Survey Sites
DI~TRICT

VILLAGE/LANDS

Southern

Cwaanyaneng
Kgoro
Malokaganyane
Mokgomane
Phitshane-Mo1opo

May-August 1981

Kgat1eng

Bokaa
Mathubudukwane
Qadi
Sikwane

May-August 1981

Central

Kgagodi
Maape
Moshopa
sajwe
Kedia
Xhumo

May-August, December 1981

DATE· .OF . RESEARCH

May-August 1982

Mopipi

Kweneng

Seribotsane
Mmanoko

October1982-0ecember 1983

Northeast

Jackalasi II
Matsiloje
Siviya
Themashanga
Tshesebe

December 1981, May-August 1982

Ghanzi

West Hanahai
Xade
Bere
Kagcae

December 1981-February 1982

Ngami1and

Etsha 1
Etsha 6
Etsha 13
Gomare
Habu
Nokaneng
Tubu

March-June 1982

their relevant factors vary from place to place. Knowledge of these detailed
local conditions is essential for policy implementation in any given locality;
the IRP district reports provided just this kind of information. The present
report, which draws on these district reports, seeks to establish generalizations which are true at the national level. Suchan exerc.ise can have useful

3

policy applications.> Nonetheless, it is recognized that, by generalizing, some
of the contrasts among different localities may be lost. Readers are urged to
keep this point in mind, especially when contemplating policy implementation
in any given area.
For convenience of discussion the rest of this report is divided into
four chapters. Chapters 2 and 3 examine farmer groups, which are the only
voluntary organizations specifically created to manage land and water resources.
Chapter 4 looks at that extension worker with primary resourcemanagement responsibilities, the Agricultural Demonstrator, while Chapter 5
discusses several broader issues that are raised in the discussion of specific
institutions.

Chapter 2
FARMER GROUPS: ANALYSIS OF SPEeI·FIe TYPES

Almost every village or lands in Botswana has at least one farmer group.
the IRP, over sixty such groups were identified, an average of about two
per research site. The most common types of group, in order of frequency encountered, were: drift-fence groups, farmers committees, dam groups, borehole
syndicat.es, spray race or dip-tank groups, and smallstock groups. There were
also several 4-B clubs, which are more of a youth organization than a farme.r
group, and a few miscellaneous groups such as a water group and two fishing
groups.
This chapter examines each of these different types of groups, in
turn, while the next chapter looks at farmer groups in general.
D~rin9

Much of the analysis in this and the next chapter is based on tables 2
to 7, which summar ize the main character istics of the groups under study.
Data in these tables are drawn from five distr icts--Southern , Kgatleng ,Central, Kweneng, and Northeast. The data from Ngamiland were not detailed enough
to be included in the tables, and no farmer groups, as such, were found in the
Ghanzi stUdy area. AS the purpose of this report is to examine general trends
rather than specific local conditions, the nameS of the districts anC1 villages
have been omitted from the tables. The status of the projects reported in the
tables is that at the time the research took plac~. A subjective evaluation
of the overall performance of each farmer group is inclUded in the tables.
While no specific criteria were used 'for these judgments, they are probably
fairly representative and are often confirmed by extension staff and district
officials.

2.1

Drift--Fence Groups

In recent years drift fencing has become the single most popular farmergroup activity in Botswana. The IRP examined ten different drift-fence groups
in three dlstr icts. Of these, six were judged to be effective, two were ineffective, and two were too new to comment upon.
This -level of performance
makesdr ift-fence groups the most consistently effective type of farmer group
studied.
Drift fencing is a comparatively straightforward activity, though it has
many different possible advantages. The fence itself is simply a wire fence
separating adjacent arable and grazing lands.
Two fence-line configurations
are possible. An enclosure fence is roughly circular and separates an island
of arable land from the surrounding grazing land. A drift fence runs approximately in a straight line • Frequently, drift fences separate grazing ona
range of hills from the arable land below.
5

TABIE 2

Characteristics of Drift-:F'enJe GrQJP3

DISl'RICf

VIIUGE

2

6

INITIATICN

groopstill beirg
fOtlll:d

planned: .dr ift ..feme
~ox. 10 kIn 1009

1981, lcxal

idea .cane fran exanple of

famers

neighbor irgfeme; .I103t

no cament:
new groop

villagers· enthusiastic
2

3

9

lD

12

28 famers fran 4
villages . and lands

in prCXJress:. drift .fern:
approx. 20 kIn ·1009:
clearirg begun

1979, .local

all 141· haJsehalds
within· feme

in prOJress: ~1a3ure
25.8 kin 1009,
abaJt· half. clearerl

3978, la:al

fe~

fatJTers

all··1<X:a1 .residents

in prOJtess: drift fe~
21.3 kIn 1009; c1earirg
eatplete, feooirg under

1978, Ittal
fatJTers

famers

way

pr<Xjress .b1.arred
extensicn help;
ccx>rdinatioo proolems
sl~

(]1

};XXX".

trOJble agreeirg 00 bylaws; tr0Jb1e gettirg
SLB apprwal
project areepted after
imreased ercp damage;
najor ccnflict with big
cattle-a-Jner; ttganized
withootextensim help

ineffective:
very slO\' prCXJress

ineffective:
very·sl~

effective~

steady .pr<XJress

alOO9 ward lines
3

13

all 12 haJSeho1ds
within feoce; all

fran sirgle, najor
village ward

in prOJress: eoola;ure
feoce 15.8 .km·1OO9:· partially f~ed·ard cleared

1976, .local

famers

clcse ccq:eratioo due· .to
close family ·ties; gc.xrl
extensimhelp

effective:
steady prCXJress

[cxntinued]

•

[Table 2, lXift-Ferx::e Groop;, cent.]

mSl'RIcr
3

VIUroE
15

MMEISiIP

PJDJEI:TS

INrTIATIrn

CGMNl'S

WAllIM.'Irn

60 famers, nae

in prOjress: dr ift feme
17.9 kin 1019; pu-tially
cleared and fen::ed

1981, AD

organizatiooal and design
prcblens

effective:
prOjress despite
prcblens

planned: drift ferx::e
aw.t OK • 11 kin 1019

1982, lcc:al
famers

work not yet begun

m::st dale by the active
narbers; organizatimal
and design prcblens

effective: gocrl
ptOjress despite
~ organizatim

lack of ccntinuin:J supp:xt fran AD and ~
staff

effective:
steady prOjress

idea fran neighbccin:J
famers

effective:
steady prOjress

~ted

3

15

19 fanrers

3

16

55 tamers

in prOjress: eoc:losure
feme 12 kin 1019; pu-tially cleared and feoc-ed

1979, l.<x:Bl
famers am
AD

3

16

52 famers

in prOjress: erd.osure
ferx::e 23 kin 1019; cleared
but feoc:in:Jnot begun

1979,
staff

4

lB

aw.tOKimately
!j) famers

in prOjress: drift ferx::e
aw.tOKimately 15 kin lag;
cleared, ferx::in:J begun

1980, lcc:al

s:IJlCE:

~

f~rs

Based m IW data fran SCUthern, Kgatleng, Central, Kwenen,:J, and NOCtheast Districts.
,-

no CCllIIa1t:
new groop
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There are several possible advantages to a drift fence. First, by keeping
livestock in the grazing area during the crop season, it can help reduce crop
damage. Second, drift fencing can reduce the demand for herdboys;at a time
when many boys and young men are at school or are seeking ··wage employment,
this can be an important advantage. Third, fences can allow farmers to· plant
and harvest when they cnoose rather than have to perform these tasks when
everyone else does for fear of roaming livestock.
Finally, and perhaps most
importantly, dr ift fences permit basic rotational grazing.
Livestock can be
kept in the grazing area during the crop season, thus preserving post-harvest
fodder and water in the arable area.
The IRP found that drift fencing is almost always undertaken in response
to a perception of increasing crop damage. AS herd sizes increase, as allocation of new fields reduces the size of the grazing area, and as herdboys become
harder to find, crop damage becomes an increasingly severe prOblem. In three
villages studied inane district, for instance, the percentage of farmers reporting crop damage in the previous agricultural season was, respectively, 55,
40, and 58 percent •. 3
When crop-damage problems become this severe , a typical farmer response
is to build a drift fence. A possible alternative solution, fencing of individual fields , i s . considered by most farmers to be too expensive •
Usually
the idea for the fence comes from the farmers themselves; frequently there is
a precedent from farmers wnobuilt a fence in neighbor in9 lands • These two
facts--that drift fences are a simple response to a pressing 'local need and
that they are initiated by local farmers themselves--Iargelyexplainwhy driftfence groups are the most effective type of farmer group studied.
An important point to note is that farmers generally do not construct
drift fences in order to practice rotational grazing. In fact,· most farmers
seem to be unaware of this important possible advantage of fencing. Promoting
the grazing-management advantages ofdr ift fences is an obvious area for increased extension effort.
There are a number of possible difficulties, of both an organizational
and a technical nature, that any proposed drift-fence project faces. The possible fence line is determined largely by ecological criter ia, that is, the
location of existing grazing and arable lands. The first question to be ask.ed
is whether these areas are sufficiently well-separated to allow fencing.
In
some parts of Botswana, especially the crowded southeast, grazing and arable
lands are so intermingled that drift fencing may not be possible.
In this
case, other solutions need to be sought for crop damage and grazing-management
problems.

3. F.
Inquiry in
University
and Lands,

Zufferey, ~Study of Local Institutions and Resource Management
Eastern Central District (Madison and Gaborone: Land Tenure Center,
of Wisconsin; Applied Research unit, Ministry of Local Government
Government of Botswana, March 1983), p. 70.
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If fencing is possible, all.of the following questions need to be answered
before a fence project can proceed.
1)1$ there enough arable land?
There needs to be enough arable land
within the fence for botn present needs and future expansion. A common problem
with drift fences is arable allocations in the grazing area. Such allocations
can be avoided only if tne original arable area is large enough.

2) Is there enough grazing land? This is often a more serious problem.
Since drift fences are seen pr imar ily asa crop-protection device, there isa
tendency to underestimate grazing needs.
If the grazing area is too small,
farmers will move their livestock back into the arable area to graze du! ing
the crop season, thus defeating the entire purpose of the fence.
A related
problem is the tendency of farmers not belonging to tne original group to move
their cattle behind the fence, once it is completed, in order to ease their
own herd-management problems.
Several fence groups studied complained that
farmers from quite distant localities were "dumping" their cattle behind the
fence, thus destroying the grazing there.
3) Are there enough water points? Two systems of water points need to
exist: one in the grazing area, ana one in the arable area.
In the grazing
area there need to be livestock watering points sufficient to last tllroughout
the crop season. As this period is also the wet season, these points do not
necessar ily need to be 1.a.rge, permanent sources.
Instead, seasonal sources
such as ba.ffirsorsana r ivar wells are often SUfficient.
If there is not
adequate crop-season livestock watering in the grazing area, then provision
needs to be made for controlled access to water points in tne arable a.rea. A
common solution, currently being tried in Ngamilandand Boteti, is .to build
fenced corr idors wnich allow livestocK access to water ingpointswnile still
protecting crops.
In the arable areas there needs to be sufficient water for domestic and
animal. draft needs during the crop season and for livestock after harvest.
Tbis necessitates a combination of numerous small- to medium-sized water points
for use during the crop season and a few permanent points , such as boreholes
or dams, for post-harvest livestock use. Ideally, access to these large points
during the crop season should be restricted in order to conserve dry-season
water and fodder.
4) Do all the farmers support the fence? AS all farmers in an area are
affected by a fence, it is vital that as many of them as possible support this
idea. The simplest danger is of farmers refusing to move their livestock if
they do not understand or support the project.
A more difficult problem is the frequent opposition of big cattle-owners,
who tend to see the fence as an attenlpt to limit their access to grazing. In
one village studied an influential cattle-owner managed to get the main Land
Board to ,overturn the fence-line allocation made by the Sub-Land Board.
In
another village the chief may block a fencing project simply because he does
not .want to have access restricted to nis personal livestock watering dam in
the arable area. Overcoming such opposition requires determination on the part
of farmers and strong backing froIllgovernment.
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5) Is there cooperation among lands areas? Another -cornman problem arises
from the need for cooperation among groups of farmers at different lands.
Fencing is much easier if only one lands area is involved, as was the case
with one of the more successful groups studied. Typically, however, fences
must cross several lands areas, often·causingcoordinationproblems. The two
ineffectivedr ift-fence groups studied had difficulties for precisely this
reason. Where successful coordination has been achieved, it is often based on
traditional institutions. Work is allocated by ward ordikgotla~ and chiefs
take a lead in organizing group activities.
6 )Is the fence design technically appropr iate?
Finally, the actual
construction of the fence must follow technically sound principles. Common
mistakes made by-groups are not leaving enough gates, not cutting poles large
or sturdy enough, not burying the poles deeply enough in the ground, and not
spacing the poles at appropriate intervals. Fence construction is one obvious
area where proper extension advice makesalltlle difference between success
and failure.
Recommendation 1: District authorities, supported ~the Ministr:i0fAgriculture, should draw ~·comprehensive drift-fence plans for theird1str'TCts.
Drift fences are a good idea which should be encouraged.

They are no

panacea for crop damage and herd-management problems, but they are definitely

a step in the right direction. The Ministry of
groups appropriate extension advice, providing
need without forcing anything on them. Two ways
could be further coordinated and assisted are the

Agriculture givesdr ift-fence
the assistance that farmers
that drift-fence construction
following:

1) Prepare guidelines for proposed drift-fence projects. Such guidelines
could be used to make sure that any proposed drift-fence project is organization~lly and
technically sound.
They could. expand upon the six questions
listed above. Southern Agricultural Region has already prepared one set of
guidelines that districts may wish to consider.

2) Map all existing, planned, and potential drift fences in the district.
As possible drift-fence locations are ultimately determined byecological criteria, it should be possible for district authorities to map all existing,
planned, and potential drift fences. In areas where drift fences do not yet
exist but are possible,district authorities should approach local farmers and,
if they are insistent upon drift fencing, provide such technical advice as may
be necessary.
Action: Ministry of Agriculture.
2.2

Farmers Committees

Farmers committees are supposed to be coordinating committees that oversee
the work of all farmer groups in-an area and promote the adoption of improved
agricultural practices. No official, standard definition of a farmers committee exists. The clearest set of guidelines was adopted in 1978 by Central
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Agr iculturalRegion, which has taken the lead in promoting farmers cOlnmittees.
The· purpose of farmers committees, as defined in these guidelines, is:
1) to support the Agricultural .Demonstratorin planning, organizing, and
implementing extension activities within a given/area;
2)

to represent the farming community in making the community's problems,
needs, opinions, and proposals known to the Ministry of Agriculture or
other outside organizations;

3)

to plan , implement, and manage agricultural development projects affectingor including the extension area as a whole. 4

The tRP examined nine farmers committees in three districts, as described
in table 3. Of these, seven were jUdged to be ineffective and two were too
new to warrant comment.
This mak.es farmers committees the least effective
farmer group studied.
Why are farmers committees, which are supposed to be the key farmer group,
so completely ineffective? Two factors seem to be important. First, many members of farmers committees are unclear about the purpose of their organization.
Only one farmers committee studied even attempted to coordinate farmer group
activities; for most farmers committees , the job of coordination has no substantive meaning. Other general duties , such as .. supporting the AD "or "representing the farming community, nare just as hollow in most farmers' minds.
Some farmerscornmittees try to overcome this problem by becoming involved in
a specific project, such as adam or dip tank. Such activities can give the
farmers committee a focus ,but, on the other hand, the coromi ttee then becomes
indistinguishable from a dam group or a dip-tank group_
The second problem witn farmers committees, which is related to the first,
arises from the fact that they are all created by ADS. Farmers committees are
the prime 'example of top-down group formation. They do not represent a felt
need on the part of the farmers; they are, instead, a result of Ministry of
Agriculture policy.
Often, in fact, not only do farmers see no reason for
farmers committees, but also ADs themselves frequently do not seem to appreciate the need for them.
Several ADS, for instance, had formed farmers
committees, presumably as part of a distr ict-wide initiative, and then never
gave them any more support.
Recommendation 2; The Ministry of Agriculture $hould review the role of
farmers committees, with !. view to providing them with much clearer and more
specific goals.
At the present time, neither farmers nor extension staff are clear on
exactly what farmers committees should be doing; as a result, these committees
are languishing.
The Ministry of Agr iculture should reevaluate .the role of

4.

Quoted in ibid., p. 20.
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these conunittees, with a view to making their purpose much clearer to all
concerned.
Action: Ministry of Agriculture.
2.3

~

Groups

The current Ministry of Agriculture policy on dams in the conununal areas
dates from 1974. Small dams built under the policy are meant to hold water
year-round and are intended primarily for watering draft power. It is hoped
that, where technically possible, there will eventually be a network of dams
throughout the communal areas, thus ensuring balanced grazing.
Dams are built only in response to requests from established dam groups.
When they apply for a dam, group members must sign "Terms of Agreement" specifying the number of livestock units (LSU) they each hold and agreeing that they
will:
1) dig such test pits as are required by MoA;
2) maintain the fence around the dam;
3) maintain the water point below the dam;
4) keep stock off the dam wall;
5) keep the wall grassed;

I.

6) maintain the spillway;
7) collect watering fees of 72t per LSU per year;
8) not allow more than 400 LSU to water at the dam;
9)

notify relevant authorities of any change in group membership or in
number of LSU.

Table 4 lists some characteristics of the six dam groups studied by the
IRP. Two things stand out. First, if they manage the dam at all, dam groups
do so only during the dry season. Second, no group attempts to limit livestock
numbers at the dam.
Why are dams managed only seasonally, and why do groups not attempt to
limit stock numbers? Answering these questions requires looking at the entire
water-use system at the lands. 5 When deciding which water points to use, for
both livestock and domestic purposes, a farmer considers the cost, convenience,
and reliability of each possible point. Dams are relatively costly (fees are
charged) ana inconvenient (there are fewer of them, and therefore they are
usually more distant), but they are relatively reliable (they are less likely

5. This analysis of water-use systems is based upon Louise Fortmann and
Emery Roe, The Water Points Survey (Gaborone: Ministry of Agriculture, 1981).

sua:

Based m IRP data fran SOOthern, KgaUerg, Central, Kwenel"¥J,

am

Northeast Districts.
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to go dry than other surface water points). In the· "fall-back" water-use system adopted by farmers, therefore, dams figure prominently as dry season wateringpoints when other, less costly, and more convenient water points have gone
dry.
Typically, therefore, there will below use and low management of dams
during the wet season when many farmers are using alternative water points.
During the dry season, however, the use of dams will increase, and, with it,
management will also increase. Of the four dams studied which actually held
water, two followed this pattern; the other two received no management at all.
Managing a dam does not mean doing all the things the "Terms of Agreement"
require, however. It means doing only those things which the farmers consider
necessary, and possible, to ensure the continued use of the dam.
They will
therefore maintain the fence, spillway, and water point below the dara; collect
watering fees (though never in the exact amount specified by the Ministry of
Agr iculture); and keep stock off the dam wall. They will not keep the wall
grassed, however, as they apparently do not regard this as either necessary or
feasible.
Most importantly, farmers will never attempt to limit stock numbers. All
the groups studied, including those without a usable ·dam, considered all the
residents of the surrounding lands to be members of the group. As villagers
explained of one darn group, "Its membership consists of every man,be he cattle
owner or not, and every woman without a husband, living in K .• n This attitude
reflects the conunon belief that land and water resources area common patrimony
to which every Motswana has right of access. Government has tried to impose an
exclusionary membership criterion on dam groups (you cannot water here unless
you sign the "Terms of Agreement" ) ,whereas the socially acceptable cr iter ion
at the daInsstudied by the IRP isinclusionary (you can water here as long as
you are a resident of these lands).
In practice, government's criterion is ignored, and all local residents
may water their livestock at the dam. The result is considerable overstocking
(700 LSU or moredur ing the dry season is common) and resultant overgrazing.
Farmers are aware of the problem of overgrazing, but government's efforts to
control it by imposing stock limitations at darns have failed.
Recommendation 3: 'l'heMinistry of Agriculture should revise the "Terms of
Agreement" that dam groups sign and refocus the extension advice that they
receive.
1) Revise the "Terms o.fAgreement" dam groups sign with MoA. The stipulations that the dam is for only those farmers who sign the· application form
and that livestock numbers should be limited to 400 LSU should be removed.
These regulations are totally unenforceable; by attempting to enforce them,
MoA only discredits itself and encourages farmers to have contempt for everything the ministry says. AS to fee levels, MoA should not try to prescribe
their exact level; instead, it should encourage farmers to set the fees at a
leve~ that they consider appropriate for their own needs.
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2) Refoeust.heext.ension advice that. damgroues receive".
Instead of
concentrating on the futile effort to enforce legal stock limits, extension
advice to dam groups should promot.e improved grazing-management practices in
the vicinity of the dam. One obvious possibility is to encourage dam groups
to conserve dry season water and fodder by closing, or restricting access to,
their dam during the wet season.
Other, more sophisticated measures should
also be promoted. Some of these are discussed in section 5.3.

2.4

Borehole Slndicates

Most borehole syndicates consist of a few relatj.ve1ywealthymen who use
their borehole primarily for livestock watering. TheIRPexamined five such.
groups in two districts , as detailed in table 5.
unfortunately, none of
t.hese groups yet had a working borehole, so no evaluation could be made of
their performance as borehole managers • The 1RP also examined one syndicate,
also listed in table 5, which had a wide-based membership and supplied water
primarily fo.rdomestic consumption. This syndicate was jUdged to be effective,
but no generalizations about syndicates as a whole can be made on the basis of
just one anomalous group, especially since the syndicate had not drilled its
own borehole but merely was operating a government one.
Due to the limited evidence available, only a few observartions--and no
recommendations--concerning borehole syndicates are in order •
First, syndicates are only for relatively large cattle owners; the "smallman" has neither
the finances nor the need fora private borehole.
In fact, syndicate fee
structures, which often impose a flat fee regardless of number of livestock
held, discriminate against small owners.
As an organizational form, therefore, borehole syndicates benefit only a relatively wealthy minority of the
population.
A second observation is that syndicates are capable of ra1s1ng large
amounts of money.
One syndicate studied quickly raisedP2,400; others had
just as ambitious fund-raising targets. This financial muscle is clearly related to the wealth of syndicate members, but there is another factor operating
as well. Boreholes are a highly valued facility whose purpose is well understood; it is therefore easy to raise money to drill one.
A final observation is that several of the borehole syndicates studied
faced competition for their site from a wealthy and influential cattle owner.
It does happen that influential individuals triumph in such cases, even though
official policy favors syndicates.
Other farmer groups studied by the 1m?
faced similar problems. Only a decisive exercise of political will from the
very top can prevent the interests of farmer groups from being trampled on by
influential individuals.

2.5

tivestock-ManagementGroups

There are several differentcategor ies of livestock-management groups.
Some deal with cattle only, while others deal with smallstock; a few are
concerned with both.
Most groups' primary function is to remove external
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parasites, especially ticks,. from livestock. This can be done in several ways.
For small numbers of livestock, the simplest and cheapest approach is to use a
knapsack sprayer. Smallstock can also be de-ticked in a dipping bas in.- For
de-ticking large numbers of cattle, a larger facility--eithera spray race or
a dip tank--is needed.
Besides de-ticking, avery few livestock-management
groups are also involved in other activities, such as administeringvaccinations.
The lRP examined ten livestock-management groups of various kinds in five
districts, as detailed in table 6 • Of these, five were judged tobeeffective, four, ineffective, and one, too new to comment upon.
The reasons for
this mixed performance are worth examining.
All five of the groups judged to be effective, which includes both cattle
and smallstockgroups, started small with simple facilities, such as a knapsack
sprayer or dipping basin, to de-tick their livestock. Group members use these
simple facilities as and when they are able. This flexibility means thatmembers are more likely actually to de-tick and that they therefore gain exper ience with the advantages of de-ticking. As a result of these factors, all the
effective groups de-ticked on a regular basis and were planning to expand mem-bership and/or build a larger facility.
In contrast, all four of the groups judged to be ineffective started with
either a dip tank or a spray race. Two of the groups had completed their facilities, but these were almost never used; the other two groups were having
grea'tdifficulty getting their facilities built.
Why does start.ing big seem to be a bad idea? One reason seems to be that,
with the big facilities, the costs are so large that farmers get discouraged
before they reap the benefits of de-ticking. To begin with, there areconsiderablecapital costs associated with the simple construction of a dip tank or
spray race.
Both the groups with completed facilities had taken about two
years to gett.heir structures built.
The two groups with construction in
progress had been working for two and three years already) they still faced
problems with finding the money and/or the voluntary labor to complete their
projects. When it takes so long to build a facility, much of the initial enthusiasm is lost.
Even once the dip tank or spray race is built, the group's problems are
not over. It is still necessary to raise funds to purchase de-ticking fluid,
to organize labor to haul water and herd cattle to the facility, and to maintain the engine or spray race. Furthermore, good group-management skills are
necessary, for de-ticking must take place on an appointed day rather than at
members' leisure as with simpler facilities.
The combination of all these maintenance costs seems to cause farmers to
use the de-ticking facility irregularly. As a result, the facility has limited
usefulness as a de-ticking device ,and the farmers never do see the benefits
from de-ticking.
This leads to a vicious circle, with irregular de-ticking
causing the facility to be ineffective which in turn disillusions the farmers
and induces them to de-tick even mo.re ir-regularly.
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Recommendation 4: The Ministry of Agriculture should encourage livestoek-managementgroups to start small and gradually expand the size of their facilities
and the scope of their operations.
MoA officials sugqest several reasons, such as relatively low tick populations due to low rainfall, why some large de-ticking facilities are currently
not used regularly. The analysis in this sect~on points to the costs and benefits of using these facilities as a major explanatory factor. It also suggests
that a way to overcome this problem is to encourage groups to start with a
small facility , such as a knapsack sprayer, and gradually to expand the size
of their facilities by building a spray race or dip tank and the scope of their
operations by performing vaccinations, de-horning, etc.

Action: Ministry of Agriculture.
2.6

4-B

and Other Groups

The 4-B is a youth organization created to instill good citizenship values in children. The typical 4-B is involved in activities such as sewing,
knitting, crafts, and horticulture. Most4-Bs are based at the local primary
school and have teachers, or occasionally the AD or ACDO, as leaders.
TheIRPexamined eight 4-8s in three districts, as detailed in table 7.
Of these, five were judged to be effective and three, ineffective. Effectiveness in this case means that the club was judged to be fulfilling its educational role; no 4-B studied could be said to be making a significant, direct
contribution to rural development.
Not surprisingly fora youth club, the
overriding factor in determining4-B success is extension support.
All 4-B
clubs studied were founded by a teacher or an AD; the effective 4-Bswere those
that continued to receive regular extension support· from one or both of these
extension cadres.
The three other farmer groups studied by the IRP, also listed in table
7, included one water-supply group andtwofisning groups. The water-supply
group 'was founded by local people with a simple, clear purpose in mind; it was
judged to be effective. The fishing groups, in contrast, were formed by extension workers, and many of the fishermen did not understand the purpose of
group--asopposed to individual--fishing. The two fishing groups were jUdged
to be ineffective.
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Chapter 3

FARMER GROUPS: GENERAL ANALYSIS

The preceding chapter has looked at 52 different farmer groups in 25 villages or lands of 5 districts in Botswana. The role and performance of each
type of farmer group have been discussed, and an attempt has been made to account for group success or failure. The present chapter draws on this detailed
analysis of specific types in order to examine the role and performance of
farmer groups in general. The discussion is divided according to 3 of the
main characteristics of farmer groups: initiation, tasks, and form.
3.1

Initiation of Farmer Groups

One of the strongest relationships discovered by the IRP is that between
local initiation and group success. This relationship holds for all types of
voluntaJ;"Y organization; table 8 summar izes the situation with respect to
farmer groups. Of 44 farmer groups studied in 5 districts (4-Bs are excluded
from tableS since they are essentially youth clubs), it was not possible to
evaluate the performance of 12 since these had only recently been formed. Of
the 15 locally initiated groups remaining , 10 were judged to be effective and
5, ineffective.
The situation with groups initiated by outsiders is almost
exactly the opposite: 17 could be evaluated; of these ,only 5 were effective
while 12 were ineffective.

TABLE 8
Initiation and Farmer-Group Performance

PERFORMANCE
Effective
Ineffective
NO

comment

Total
SOURCE:

LOCALLY
INITIATED

INITIATED
BY OUTSIDERS

TOTAL

10

5

15

5

12

17

7

5

12

22

22

44

Based on IRPdata from Southern, Kgatleng, Central, Kweneng,and Northeast Districts. Performance of 4-Bs was excluded.
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is local initiation a strong indicator of success? The reason is
that a group is far more likely to succeed if it responds toimportanct, locally
perceived felt needs. Farmers may face similar problems in many places, but
there is no way of telling beforehand which particular problem is most important in a given locality. Only when farmers themselves form a group can one
be sure that they are responding to an important local need.
Why

Extension workers who encourage the formation of farmer groups may think
that the group responds to a felt need, but there is always a chance that they
are mistaken. In fact, the IRPobservedthat extension workers often create a
sense of obligation among farmers to form a group. When talking about possible
group activities, the AD may think that he is merely presenting options which
local farmers should accept or reject as they see fit. Because he is a representative of government, however, people often take his suggestions as commands. They therefore forma particular group, even though ·they do not .fully
understand or support its purpose. Inevitably, such groups fail.
The best illustration of the importance of local initiation lies in the
contrast between dr ift-fence groups and farmers committees. Dr iftfencesare
encouraged and supported by the Ministry of Agriculture, but the initiative
for any specific project usually comes fromtnefarmers themselves. Farmers
perceive a growing crop-damage problemioftentheywatch neighboring farmers
who have embarked upon fencingeffortsi and they organize themselves into a
group. Because the initiative comes from within, farmers understand and support the group's activities, and the group is therefore much more likely to
succeed.
By way of contrast, all farmers committees are formed by the AD or other
extension agent. Farmers themselves never spontaneously perceive the need for
an all-purpose coordinating body such asa farmers committee.
Nonetheless,
because the AD tells them to do so, they go ahead and form a committee. Almost
inevitably, the farmers committee fails because its members do not understand
what they are supposed to do.

RecommendationS: The commitment of theMinistr~ of Agriculture to "bottom-ue"
group formation should be reaffirmed and every effort made to avoid formin9newfarmer groups· when. local farmers are unclear as to the exact purpose and/or
benefits of the 9 rou p.
This is a restatement of existing MoA poliCYinonetheless, the message
needs to be .reemphasized continually to extension staff.
3.2

Tasks of Farmer Groups

As has already been hinted above, the nature of the task a group of farmers undertakes is perhaps the key factor determining group performance. Simply
put, if the task is important and well understood, the group is likely to prosperi if it is not, the group will fail. There are several dimensions to this
relationship.
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A preliminary observation is that farmer groups, as a whole, are far more
likely to have an important, well-understood task than other types of voluntary
organization. Table 8 shows that 15 out of 32 farmer groups which could be
evaluated were judged to be effective. This may seem to be poor overall performance,but, in fact, far·mer groups compare very favorably with other voluntary organizations studied by the IRP. The vast major ity of these groups had
unclear or overlapping objectives and were accordingly ineffective.
One indicator of this difference between farmer groups and other voluntary
organizations is the differing level of contributions received. Compared to
other voluntary organizations, farmer groups are capable of raising impressive
amounts of money and mobilizing prodigious quantities of voluntary labor. The
example of the financial muscle of borehole syndicates was cited above, but
these are merely the most outstanding examples of a general trend.
Farmer
groups are more likely to offer their members direct economic benefi tS I and
they are therefore better able to mobilize contributions.
The contrast between farmer groups and other voluntary organizations suggests that the best measure of the importance of a group's task is whether or
not it would pass a simple cost-benefit test. If a proposed group activity
cannot pass such a test, then the group will fail.
This may seem an obvious point, but it is amazing how often it is ignored.
The example of spray races and dip tanks was c1 ted above.
Both the capi tal
and maintenance costs of these facilities are quite high. Farmers frequently
decide that these costs are so high that they exceed the likely benefits; they
therefore revert to their previous methods of de-ticking or do not de-tick at
all.

The time taken to receive benefits is also important. Many farmer groups
take along time to get into operation due to various delays in approval,
funding ,construction, and operation. When benefits take a long time toappear, farmers get disillusioned and give up, thus causing the groups to fail.
Clearly, therefore, before any farmer group activity is begun, not only must
likely benefits be certain to exceed costs ,but also these benefits must be
available in a relatively short period of time and at reasonable initial cost.
For a group to succeed, the task it undertakes must be able to
cost-benefit test; its task must also be clear and well understood.
proposed activity is too vague or too complex, the group will fail.
committees are the best example of a group that fails because it is
with unclear "and overly complex objectives.

pass a
If the
Farmers
saddled

As a general rule, it is better to start with a single, relatively
straightforward task and expand group operations only after the first task is
mastered and members have seen its benefits. The lRP discovered many examples
of groups that started with overly ambitious goals and failed as a result.
The example of livestock-management groups' is a case in point. Groups that
started immediately with dip tanks or spray races failed. Groups that "started
small" were prospering, and several were in the process of expanding their
operations to include a dip tank or spray race.
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The nature of
it also determines
only those farmers
will join a group
statement, but, in

a group'stask not only influences its chances of success,
membership characteristics of the group itself. Simply put,
who are likely to benefit from a particular type of activity
created for that purpose. This may seem like an innocuous
fact, it has important social justice implications.

The vast majority of farmer groups in Botswana are oriented toward livestock owners. Of the 44 groups in table 8, 3lareoriented toward livestock
(including dr ift-fencegroups ,which are a slightly ambiguous case); the exceptions include nine farmers commi ttees ,two water groups, and two fishing
groups.
Looked at another way, not a single group is or iented exclusively
toward crop production. What this means is that the Ministry of Agriculture's
group-extension efforts are bypassing the poorer half of the farming population, those who do not own cattle and are engaged solely in crop production.
Recommendation !:.The Ministrxof A9riculture, throu9h Agr ifacts , monthly
management meetings, etc., should provide Agricultural Demonstrators With!,
wider variety of suggestions on· the type of farmer .groups ·they can form and
support.
The minise:ry, through its extension agents, has an important impact upon
both the number and the type of farmer groups that are formed. Ministry officials rightly point out that some crop-production activities such as plowing
and weeding are not amenable to group activity • Nonetheless, it is difficult
to believe that no group activities are possible in the crop sector, especially
as group work is the ostensible focus of agricultural extension.
Action~

3.3

Ministry of Agriculture.

Form of Farmer Groups

Almost all farmer groups, including many of those judged to be effective,
suffer fromvar ious group-management problems • Minutes and financial records
are poorly kept, and misappropriation of funds is not uncommon. Officers are
frequently unsure of their roles and therefore fail to perform duties expected
of them. Group procedures are usually very poorly understood, with methods of
information·. gathering, consultation, planning, evaluation, and decision-making
being haphazard at best. Generally speaking, those groups that actually succeed do so in spite of--not becauseof--their management procedures.
Why are group-management skills so poorly developed? Two reasons have
already been suggested. First, some groups are initiated by outsiders who then
do not provide adequate follow-up advice. Second, some groups have vague or
conflicting objectives. In suCh situations, it is not surprising that groups
have management difficulties, for, without adequate extension support and
clearly stated objectives, no group can be expected to function well.
There is another cause of management difficulties, however , and that is
the form of organization of the groups. All farmer groups are modeled on a
basically similar form. Some of the major features of this organization are:
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(1) a membership-at-Iarge that consists of all paid-up users of the group's
service and that is the final decision-making body; (2) a management committee
that runs affairs ona day-to-day basis; (3) a chairman who presides over meetings and oversees the affairs of the organization; (4) a secretary who keeps
minutes and other records of the organization; (5) a treasurer who handles all
the group'sfinances; (6) a procedure of majority voting to elect memhersof
the management committee and decide major issues; and (7) a system of written
rules and records to keep track of decision.s taken and to establish membership
criteria, duties of officials, etc.

This organizational form has many advantages, but a major disadvantage is
that it is not indigenous to Botswana. 1ti8 possible to create farmer groups
that have this form, but, since the form is unfamiliar to most participants,
there is no guarantee that members will use it as intended. Instead, farmers
often act as if they were still at the kgotla. Membership, similar to dam
groups, is extended on traditional, inclusionary criteria rather than being
determined by government-sponsored, exclusionary standards.
Majority votes
are studiously avoided; all decisions are reached by consensus. This list of
nincorrect" group practices could go on and on. As long as the group is operatingsatisfactorily, such practices present no problem. Unfortunately, extension agents, and even some group members themselves, regard any deviation from
the specified model as a problem. They forget that any organizational form is
merely a set of conventions designed to help the group function. They instead
get caught up in such irrelevant matters as specifying the exact duties of a
vice-secretary or the precise number of people needed for a quorum.
In such
situations, the form of the group itself becomes a barrier to success. More
emphasis needs to be placed on what the groups accomplish rather than on how
they get things done.

Recommendation 1: Extension advice to farmer groups should focus less .2!!. strict
constitutionalism and more .2!!. the content of the groups' work.

Chapter 4

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION

The extension worker with primary resource-management; responsibilities is
the Agricultural Demonstrator. There are two aspects to the agricultural extension message as delivered by the AD: the way it is presented (i.e., its
styleJ,and the substance of the message itself (i.e., its content).
The lRP was not designed ·to provide a technical evaluation of the content
of the agricultural extension message; this is a job for other researchers.
The only comments that maybe made on this score are that ADS "do seem to have
a sound grasp of the technical aspects of their job and that the extensionmanagement system does a good job of keeping ADs up-to-date on government programs and policies for agricultural development.
The lRP examined the style of delivery of the agricultural extension message.
Table 9 presents some characteristics of the agricultural extension
services received by 23 villages or lands in the 5 districts studied. A subjective evaluation of the effectiveness of the AD at delivering the extension
message in each locality is included. Again, as with the tab1eson farmer
groups, no specific· criteria were used for these jUdgments, though they do
usually correspond with the opinions of district and regional staff.
Of the 23 localities studied, no evaluation of AD services was possible
in 7 places, usually because the AD concerned was new in the post. Of the
remaining 16 localities, 8 were judged to be receiving effective AD services
and 8 were not. Why do ADs have such mixed performance? The IRP identified
3 areas in which the style of delivery of the agr icultural extension message
could be improved~ logistics, supervision, and attitude.
The rest of this
chapter .discusses each of these aspects in turn.

4.1

Logistics

The extension message cannot be understood and adopted by farm~rs if it
is never received. One finding of the lRP is that, due to various logistical
difficulties, many localities do not even receive AD services. The biggest
problem in this respect is the sheer size of the AD extension areas.
The size of the extension area can be measured in two ways: the number of
square kilometers covered, or the number of households served. According to
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either criterion, AD extension areas are large. 6 The average AD in Kgatleng
covers an area that measures 26xl6 km.; the average size of extension areas
is even larger in larger districts. When extension areas are this big, ADs
need good transport to be able to fulfill their duties. Some ADs have motorcycles, which help, but for the majority, without adequate transport, it is
impossible to serve their entire areas.
Table 10 gives figures for the number of households per AD post in various districts (figures are based on the 1981 Census and assume 6 persons per
household).

TABLE 10

Number of Households per AD, Selected Districts
DISTRICT

HOUSEHOL'DS PER AD

Northeast

600

Kweneng

507

Southeast

572

Kgat1eng

440

Cent"ral

638

Southern

664

SOURCE:L.Fortmann, "Towards Improving Extension Services in Botswana," p. 21.

The number of households to be covered is large. The actual situation is
worse than the table indicates, however, because the calculations assume that
every AD post is filled. Of course, this is not the case. As of November
1981, the vacancy rate for ADs was 50 percent in Kgatleng, 54 percent in Kweneng, 29 percent in Southern, 11 percent in Southeast, 30 percent in Central,
20 percent. in Northeast, and 24 percent in Northwest District. The situation
has improved since these figures were collected, but a single AD is still too
often expected to cover two or more extension areas.
Large areas and vacant posts mean that many localities are not served by
a resident AD. This is extremely worrisome, for the IRP found that an AD'S

6. All the figures in this section are taken from. Fortmann, "Towards Improving .Extension Services,", pp. 20-23.
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TABLE ·11
Place of AD Residence and Effectiveness of Services Provided
PLACE

OF RESIDENCE
Nonresident AD

Resident AD

EVALUATION

TOTAL

Effective

7

1

8

Ineffective

3

5

8

No comment

4

3

7

14

9

23

Total

SOURCE:

Based on IRPdata from Southern,
Kweneng, and Nor,theastDis tricts.

Kgatleng, Central,

effectiveness depends greatly upon his physical presence in a given locality.
Table ll,which is based upon table 9,

highlights

this relationship.

Seven

of the ten localities with resident ADS who could be evaluated were receiving
effective services; only one of the six localities with nonresident ADs who
could be evaluated was receiving effective services.
RecommendationS: The Ministry of ACJr icultl.lreshou1dmake every effort to
overcome the var"lOusl?gistica1 difficulties impeding the delivery of theagricultural extension message.
The ministry is well aware of the logistical problems that exist. The
necessary actions, as manpower and financial constraints permit, are the following:
a) fill all vacant AD posts;
b)

reduce the size of AD extension areas;

c) provide ADs with adequate transport;
d) provide ADS with adequate housing.
4.2

Supervision

Individual ADs will always have differentcharacters--sorne will be sober,
dedicated, andhard-workingi others will be dissolute, irresponsible, and lazy.
There is very little that government can do about the personalities of its employees. What it can do is to control their working environment so that good
ADs have an opportunity to excel and poor ADs are prevented from causing harm.
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controlling the working environment isa matter of supervision. The IRP noticed two major ways in which the supervision of ADs could be improved so as
to improve their effectiveness.
One major problem is with the establishment of priorities.
In recent
years, more and more responsibilities have been placed upon the ADs. Every
time a new program is created, it means more work for the AD. The point has
now been reached where the AD jOb descr iption is so wide that it is humanly
impossible for any. AD to perform all the duties. ADS are expected to promote
ALOEP and NOB loans, to form and support a wide variety of farmer groups , to
attend monthly management meetings.and periodic in-service courses, to organize
crop demonstrations and farmer courses, todistr ibute seeds and other assistance to farmers, to participate in youth rallies and the annual district agricultural show, and to perform several miscellaneous activities--all in addition
to their ongoing responsibility to provide farmers with advice concerning improved crop-production and animal-husbandry practices. Given this overwhelming
set of responsibilities, it is not surprising that many ADS pick and choose
among them, performing only those duties that they find convenientorabsolutely necessary. Frequently, ADS concentrate upon those duties which can be
scheduled, such as meetings and courses. More informal activities, especially
providing follow-up support to groups and extension advice to individual farmers, get pushed aside.
Suchan ad hoc allocation ofpr ior ities represents a distortion of the
Ministry of Agriculture' s extension program. There seems to be an attitude
among some supervisors that everything is a priority and that it is therefore
irrelevant how the AD allocates his time. This is an unfortunate attitude; it
isa supervisor's job to make sure that the ADs allocate their time properly.
A second major problem is the amount of paperwork expected of ADS. Each
AD has to prepare an annual plan and a ser ies of three-month plans. At the
monthly management meeting, the AD has to ~report on progress on his plans. In
addition to these planning and reporting requirements, the AD usually does all
the paperwork for farmers who apply for loans from ALDEP or the NDB and for
farmer groups applying for funds under AGlS or AElO·. When all these things
are considered together, the AD spends a disproportionate amount of his time
simply doing paperwork.

"

Recommendation 9: The Ministry of Agriculture should ensure that the amount
of time Agricultural· Demonstrators spend ~ particular activities reflects the
importance ~ those activities in its overall extension program.
DAOsare aware of the relative importance of var iousextension activities; they should ensure that their ADS' three-month plans reflect this ranking. Three specific measures are the following~
a) Severely
tendency
given to
tasks as

limit the nonagricultural extension work of ADS. Thereisa
for all sorts of tasks unrelated to normal job duties to be
ADs. DAOs should shield them from as many of these additional
possible.
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b) Strike .!!!. appropriate balance between time in-post and time out-of~.
ADs have official duties both inside and outside their areas.
- If they are out of their areas too frequently ,however, they cannot
adequately follow up on extension activities in their areas, as happened with several ADs studied.
An appropriate balance needs to be
struck between time in-post and time out-of-post.
c)

Strike an appropriate balance between formal, • scheduled" activities
and informal, • unscheduled· activities. This is the first priority>.
Follow-up work with groups, contactin.9 individual farmers, ana other
informal, "unscheduled II activities too often get pushed aside~every
effort should be made to ensure that they don't.

Action: Ministry of Agriculture.
RecommendationlO, The Ministry of Agriculture should endeavor to reduce the

amount of paper work expected of Agricultural Demonstrators.
This may be difficult to implement, but it is vital.
Action: Ministry of Agriculture.
4.3

Attitudes

The AD's attitude toward farmers is an important determinant of effectiveness. The IRP observed two common attitudinal problemsaIllongADs: a "let them
come to me" approach to contacting farmers, and a tendency to blame farmers
for their own problems.
The passive approach of many ADs to their work was remarked upon frequently in IRP distr ictreports. Many ADs tend to sit at home andwai t for
farmers to come to them. What results is that the farmers whom the AD does
get to know are those with the initiative <to seek him out or else just local
leaders such as the chief and leading members of farmer groups. These farmers
are usually relatively progressive and well-off, i.e., precisely the ones least
needing the AD'S advice. A survey of five villages of Northeast District~ for
instance, found that 42 percent of headrnenand wardheads had received advice
from the AD, while only 30 percentaf ordinary villagers had. 7
Similarly,
another survey found that ADs are more than twice as likely to give advice to
households with cattle as households without cattle, and that only 20 percent
of female-headed households receive advice while 34 percent of male-headed
households do. 8 What all these figures indicate is that ADs must stop waiting for farmers to come to them and must begin seeking out those who most need
their advice.

7•

Ibid., p. 9.

8.

Ibid., p. 6.
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The second major atti tudinalproblem encountered is the tendency of ADs
to say that the farmer is the problem. When farmers refuse to listen to advice, the ADs often become frustrated and say that the farmers are "conservative" or "traditional" or ,more pejoratively, "stupid" or "lazy.
Suel} attitudes explain nothing and help no one. Farmers, like everyone else, are all
different. Some, indeed, are stupid or lazy; others are intelligent or hardworking. These are not things that an AD can change, however, so little purpose is served by his worrying about them. Lazy or not, all farmers have good
reasons, in their own minds, for what they do. If an AD can understand these
reasons, no matter how poor they may be, he has a better chance of convincing
farmers to adopt advice.
It

Recommendation 11, Training and supervision of Agricultural Demonstrators
should encourage them to take an active approach to contacting fa.rmers.
AD training should concentrate more heavily on developing personal skills
to allow ADs to feel more comfortable contacting new farmers. When in the
fieid, AD supervision should ensure that ADs contact as many farmers as po~si~
ble~ increased use of farmer record cards could help accomplish this goal.

Action: Ministry of Agriculture.

,
Recommendation 12, Training and superV1S10n of Agricultural
should encourage them to see. problems through the farmers'eyes.

Demonstrators

The reflex reaction of the AD, when a farmer rejects his advice, should
be to question the style and content of the advice rather than the intelligence
or dedication of the farmer.
Action: Ministry of Agriculture.

Chapter 5
ISSUES IN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

The discussion of farmer groups and agricultural extension in previous
chapters has touched on several wider resource-management issues. This final
chapter takes a step back from specific institutions and examines five of these
issues in detail: the continued influence of traditional resource-management
institutions; the prospects for land-use planning; grazing management and water
control; permanent settlement at the lands; and institutional constraints to
resource management.

5.1

Continued Influence of Traditional Resource-Management Institutions

Historically, traditional institutions controlled most aspects of community resource· management. The chief was the "manager" of the common patrimony,
subject, however, to community decisions taken at thekgotla.
Arable land
was allocated on award' basis, and the wardhead had an important role to play
in controlling local land use and resolving disputes. The regiments (mephato)
were often assigned specific resource-management tasks, such as collecting
stray cattle or constructing a communal dam.
Today, the traditional institutions have lost most of the legal powers
they once had to manage resources. The only significant power that they retain
is that the local headman or overseer must sign a "no objection" form before a
customary land grant may be made by the Land Board. Nonetheless, 'the finding
of the IRP is that the traditional institutions still retain considerable influence over a wide range of resource-management matters. This influence is
evident in several different ways.
The kgotla, for instance, remains the sole legitimate forum for community decision-making on resource-management issues.
Matters as diverse as
sel~cting a new far~er group, choosing the proposed site for a new dam or borehole, or deciding the date for opening and closing the gates in a drift fence
must all be resolved at the kgotla.
The trend toward permanent settlement
at the lands has created a pressure for the building of dikgotla there so
that people may make resource-management decisions where they live.
The chief, who presides over the kgotla, is still a key figure in any
resource-managementactivi ty. Most crop-damage cases and other resource-managementdisputes are heard by the chief at his kgotla.
Strong chiefs also
often take the lead in farmer group activities.
In one village studied, for
instance, the chief ordered selected regiments to build the local dip tank,
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while in several other villages the success of the drift-fence project can be
attributed largely to the active leadership of traditional authorities.
Perhaps the most important area. of continuing traditional influence, however, is in the allocation of land. The traditional overseers still exist in
almost all lands and even in many cattlepost areas. Historically, the overseers were responsible for allocating land, . controlling grazing , and settling
disputes in their respective areas, all under the ultimate authority of the
paramount chief. Today, overseers are supposed to be integrated into the Land
Board structure through the mechanism of the "no objection II form. In practice,
full integration is not achieved. Instead,in many areas the overseers operate what amounts toa separate land-allocation system. They allocate land and
resolve disputes, all without reference to the Land Board. The "self-allocations" that Land Boards complain about are usually no such thing; instead, they
are allocations made by traditional authorities.
It must be acknowledged that the importance of overseers varies fr·omplace
to place, both within and between districts. Generally speaking, t.heir influence is greatest at .the lands,·· where they •. are often responsible for all the
allocations of fields and. minor water points (wells, haffirs) that take
place. In the village, the influence of the Lan.d.Board is much greater; sometimes residential allocations are made by Land Boar~ with thewardheads signing
the "no objection" and not necessarily even knowing or having visited the site
in question.
Nonetheless, especially at the lands, the overseers and other
traditional land-allocation authorities possess comprehensive local knowledge
that exists nowhere else. Without the work they do in controlling local land
use, there would be chaos.
Recommendation 13 'The continued influence of the traditional land-allocation
system should be recognized and every effort made to integx;ate it more fully
with. the Land Board.
At the present time, the Land Board does not even know who all the traditional overseers are. A list of their names, addresses, and.areas of jurisdiction, broken down by Sub-Land Board, should be made. This would allow the Land
Board to keep these people informed of its procedures and policies and would
give it a contact person in each lands area.
Action: Ministry of Loca.l Government and Lands.

5.2

Land-use<Planning prospects

People are making land-use decisions continually as they decide where to
plow, graze their livestock, and draw water • The cumulative impact of such
individual decision-making can be a de •.· facto local land-use plan.
This is
not land-use planning, however, since no overall community objectives guide the
process. People will be •interested in community land-use planning exercises
only if this system of individual land-use decision-making proves inadequate
to meet their needs •. In other words, only where there is scarcity of land and
water resources is comprehensive land-use planning likely to be both necessary
and possible.
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It is, in fact, an open question whether such a scarcity exists today in
Botswana. The situation
the past was characterized by land abundance which
allowed the traditional authorities to solve most land-use problems by opening
up virgin land. Today, the finding of t.he IRP, and of other research,9 is
that many people still believe that there is an abundance of land, if . not in
their immediate locality then somewhere else not faraway.

in

It is necessary to distinguish here between arable and grazing land. Most
people say that they have adequate access to land for their present and future
arable agriculture needs. This may partially explain the low adoption rate of
·improved crop-production practices. M.ost farmers' preferred strategy for increasing total yield is to plant a larger hectaragerat.herthan to attempt to
produce more per hectare. The reason for this choice is that planting a larger
area requires few additional financial costs--onlyin increased labor time--and
therefore a lower risk is involved. As long as extra plowing land is available
andtbis "extensification" option is open, then efforts to convince farmers to
intensify.theircrop-productionpracticesmay be futile.
-A major reason why there continues to be adequate land for plowing is the
encroachment of arable onto grazing land. In the past, certain regions withinthe communal areas were designated as arable and others as grazing. A significantcontemporary trend is the gradual disappearance of these grazing areas
as more and more land is put under the plow. People may be able to find adequate land to plow, but this is often only because they are "eating" land
formerly reserved for grazing. The result is increased overgrazing and a rise
in crop-damage suits.

Farmers do perceive arable/grazing conflict to be a major land-useproblem, as the phenomenal growth in the last ten years of drift-fencing activity
indicates. Any general land-use planning exercise must be built on the basis
of perceived land-use conflicts such as this.
Recommendation 14~Land-useplanning initiatives should adopt consciously limited goals, focusing on the perceived land-use problems of local farmers such
asthearable!grazing·conflict.
The time for large-scale , comprehensive, land-use planning exercises has
not yet arrived in Botswana. The emphasis at the present time should be upon
more modest local initiatives (perhaps in a ·CFDA) which focus upon resolving
the perceived problems of farmers, such as the arable/grazing conflict.
Action: Ministry of Local Government and Lands, Ministry of Agriculture.

9. See M. Marquardt, "Research on Access to Land in the Communal Areas,"
preliminary draft report (Gaborone, 19831; and !D. Gulbrandsen, "Access to Agricultural Land and Communal Land Management in Eastern Botswana, preliminary
report, Local Institutions Research Project ·(Gaborone, 1983).
II
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5.3

Grazing Management and Control of Water

At the present time, most of the communal areas of Botswana are overstocked. IO Northeast District, for instance, has been overstocked, on even
the most optimistic calculation of carrying capacity , since the 1950s. 1l The
situation elsewhere is somewhat better, but, nonetheless, overstocking was considered to be a problem at all the IRP research sites.
The lRP discovered that people are well aware oftne effects of overstocking, that is, deterioration of the range and erosion. Nonetheless, awareness
of the problem does not necessarily ··lead to . · ·proposals for action. One reason
for this lack of action may be that many people consider the amount of rainfall
received, rather than the stocking rate or . management practices, to be the
crucial factor determining the condition of the range. In Northeast District,
which is adjacent torelativelywell-managed freehald farms, some farmers cited
improved management. as the solution to overgrazing, but in other research sites
which lacked such an obvious comparison· informants universally responded that
the solution is mara rain.
Another reason that little action is ta.ken ·.to improve range conditions is
tnat most people do not consider stock limits feasible. For one thing, social
considerations....-rather than technical criteria Buchas carrying capacity--have
traditionally determined a person's right of access to grazing. As one of the
IRPreports noted: "the stocking rate or grazing capacity of the land were/are
rather marginal considerations in managing grazing resources. Permission to
or prohibition of outsiders •• • was rather based on. the degree of relationship those people had with village wards orcollUUunity residents ... 12 The consequence of this attitude is that it is very difficult to talk about stock
limits, since most people consider tnatthey have an absolute right to their
share of communal grazing, irrespective of the condition of the range.
A second aspect to the difficulty of imposing stock limits i·5 that cornmunities lack control over their own grazing resources. lnthe past, an effort
was made by the traditional authorities to conserve loc~l grazing by exclUding
outsiders. Today, grazing is essentially "free," with anyone allowed to graze
cattle almost anywhere in theconufiunal areas. People therefore move their

10. The stocking rate is the actual number of animals in·a given area. The
carrying capacity is the recommended stocking rate that will permit sustained
utilization of the range without deterioration. Both stocking rate and carrying capacity are expressed in hectares per livestock unit (LSU). One LSU is
considered to be a mature cow weighing 450 kg; immature cattle a lldsmalistock
are counted as a fraction of an LSU. An area is said to be overstocked if the
stocking rate exceeds the carrying capacity. See·L. Fortmann, Local Institutionsand Resource Management in the Northeast District CFDA (Gaborone: Applied
Research unit, Ministry of Local Government and Lands, Government of Botswana,
April 1983), pp. 192-93, for further discussion of these terms.
11.

Ibid., p. 193.

12.

zufferey,! study of Local Institutions and Resource ManClgement, p. 87.

.1.__
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cattle out of overgrazed areas and into areas with better grass cover. The
consequence of this, unfortunately, is often a simple transfer of theovergrazing problem. The example of western Ngamiland, where people are moving their
cattle out of the severely overgrazed region around Lake Ngami and up the western side of the Okavango Delta, thus dramatically increasing grazing pressure
there, is a case in point.
In such circumstances, people become fatalistic
about grazing conditions and decide that there is nothing to do.
Wh.atcanbe done? The IRP district reports suggest an outline fora
strategy. A preliminary point that cannot be emphasized enough is that grazing
management and control of water go hand in hand. If a reliable water source
is constructed, there will be strong pressure to graze livestock inthevicinity of that point. Therefore, a commonly proposed solution toovergrazing-opening up new grazing land by developing new water points--will only spread
the problemJ it will not solve it. Amore sophisticated approach, which integrates water development with institutional changes and technical measures, is
needed.
A necessary first step is to establish local community controlovergraziog resources. The exact institutional mechanism to be used remains a matter
for discussion (though the findings of the IRPsuggest that the kgotlamust
be involved). Whatever the mechanism adopted, it must be clearly established
that this community has control over that area of grazing land but no more.
Only in these ·circumstances, when·· people realize that they have exclusive controlover a specified but limited amount of land, will there be both the possibility and the incentive for them to agree to unpopular management measures
such as stock limits.
If local control over grazing can be establisbed,andrealistic stock
limits imposed, then a series of technical measures become possible.
First
is prevention of further degradation of the range and soil, this involves such
measures as erosion control and bush control. Second is improvement ofgrazing, this involves some kind of fencing arrangement to make controlled grazing
possible.
Drift fences, which permit basic rotational grazing, are a good
start, grazing cells or other more sophisticated schemes are the longer-term
'objective. Third, and only in concert with all the other measures mentioned
above, is water development. water provision should aim to facilitate balanced
grazing by spreading the water supply throughout the grazing area andbyguaranteeingadequateaccess to water, even in the dry season.
If all these measures are adopted, there isa possibility thatovergrazing can be reduced or at least prevented from becoming worse. The hard fact,
however ,'is that there are too many livestock in Botswana. As long as the national cattle herd keeps growing as rapidly as it has in the recent past, no
conceivable set of preventive measures will prevent ecological disaster. Ultimately, a solution will be possible only if national authorities exercise the
political will to reduce greatly the attractiveness of owning livestock. This
involves, first, reducing or removing the subsidies which make the livestock
sector artificially attractive economically, and, second, .creating far more
jobs and investment opportunities in both the nonlivestock agricultural sector
and the formal employment sector.
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Recommendation 15: Local grazing-management plans . (2ossibl¥ inCFDAs) should,
as .!>first step, seek to establish local community control over .grazingre-sources.
It is unlikely that the relative attractiveness . of owning livestock can
be reduced in the near future, though this must be th.e long-term goal. Meanwhile, grazing-management plans must adopt strong measures to forestall ecological disaster. Local community control over grazing resources is a far-reaching step, but it seems to be a prerequisite for the other technical measures
that are needed.
Action: Ministry of Local Government and Lands; Ministry of Agriculture.
5.4

Permanent Settlement at the Lands

A trend observed in many IRP district reports is for people increasingly
to settle permanently at the lands. This is a trend which , if continued, has
far-reaching implications for government rural development policies.

Historically, every household maintained···two or three homes.
The main
residence would be in the village. A second home would be maintained at the
lands, which were usually· not too distant from the village. Household members
would go to the landsat the beginning of the agricultural season in November
or December. Some or all of them would stay there .until after the harvest in
June or July, with the actual number· of household members at the landsat any
given time determined by the labor demandsofsubsistence--crop production.
Those households wealthy enough to hold ·significant numbers of cattle would
also have a cattlepost, usually at some distance from the village.
Gradually, as population has increased over time ,there has been a tendency for former cattleposts to become lands and former lands to become villages. This trend continues today • The lRP discovered that significant numbers of people stay permanently at the lands, and more would do so if adequate
services were provided, especially water.
From a policy perspective, there are both advantages and disadvantages to
this trend. The main advantage to permanent settlement at the lands ,apart
from the fact that many people seem to desire it, is that it should facilitate
timely agricultural activities. If someone is staying at the lands, then they
are more likely to be able to plow and plant with the first suitable rains and
to winter plow after the harvest. Improveme·nts to fields such as bush fencing
and other out-of--season activities are also easier if one is resident at the
lands.
Another advantage of permanent settlement is that it should facilitate
community resource management. When farmer.s.in a given lands come from different wards in a vill~ge, . or even from different villages, and when many farmers
are present at the lands. for only· part of the year, it is very difficult to
coordinate institutional activities.
Permanent settlement overcomes these
difficulties and allows local farmers to give full-time coordinated attention
to community resource-management problems.
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The major disadvantage to permanent settlement at the lands is that it
makes the provision of services more difficult and more costly. For this reason, permanent settlement is almost universally opposed by government officials
and others in positions of authority. The Tribal Administration sees permanent
settlement as leading to a further weakening of the centralized authority of
the paramount chief, and it bemoans the difficulty of creating new chiefs in
the villages that seem to be springing up everywhere. The District Council,
for its part, is already stretched to the limit with providing schools, health
facilities, and domestic water supplies and is adamantly opposed to building
countless small facilities at the various lands.
Despite these official attitudes , there is no clear-cut national policy
on settlement at the lands. The National Settlement policy deals only with
towns and villages. The District Councils, while deploring permanent settlement in words, frequently are forced to go along with it.
Local pressure,
often from politicians, results ina school being built here, a healthpost
there.
lnthe absence of a clear overall policy, the cumulative effect of
these decisions is to encourage permanent settlement.
Recommendation l6.sTheGovernment of Botswana should establish an explicit
policy on permanent settlement at the lands.

Permanent settlement may bean irreversible trend. Nonetheless, government is urged to consider the pro's and con's of permanent settlement, as outlined above, and establish a clear policy stating what types of services and
facilities it will and will not provide at the lands.
Action: Ministry of Local Government and Lands, Ministry of Agriculture.
5.5

Institutioal Constraints to Resource·Management

Two sets of institutional constraints, both of which have already been
suggested, limit the possible scope of local resource-management initiatives.
The first concerns the incomplete penetration of the Land Board and other district institutions at the local level; the second concerns the lack of institutionsat the inter lands level.
J.

The Land Board has legal control over land and water resources, but it is
universally regarded as a remote and inaccessible institution.
Land Boards
visit any particular lands only infrequently. In one lands areastudied,for
instance, it was stated that, since its creation, the Sub-Land Board had visitedonly once to allocate a spray race, a dam, and one field • Experience
elsewhere is similar • The Land Board is also often criticized for taking too
long to process applications for land and for having unnecessarily time-consuming procedures for resolving disputes. The consequence of all this is that
the Land Board is ignored by most people and that it therefore has very little
detailed local knowledge. Instead, as has been argued above, the traditional
overseers frequently exercise effective control over local land use • until
the Land Board 's capacity to penetrate this local level is greatly increased,
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or until the traditional overseers, with their comprehensive local .knowledge,
are fully co-opted into the Land Board system, it will be very difficult for
district-level institutions to plan and manage land use.
The second institutional constraint to resource management involves what
has been called the "hollow middle." Ultimately, any resource-management initiative must take place wi.thinan ecologically defined area, usually a group
of lands sharing common land and water resources. The problem is that there
is no institution representing such groups of lands. On the one hand, representative institutions (most importantly the kgotla) do exist at many individual lands, but there is almost no communication among these institutions.
The only institutions discovered by the IRP that do span several lands area.s
are some drift-fence groupsartd the agricultural cooperatives. The existence
of these institutions indicates that cooperation at the level of groups of
lands is possible, though the problems encountered by some drift-fence groups
in coordinating their activities indicate the difficu.lty of the undertaking.
On the other hand, as has been argued above, higher-level institutions, such
as the Land Board, are too remote to provide the necessary coordination among
lands. Resource-management initiatives therefore need consciously to fill in
this "hollow middle" by actively building local institutions at the inter lands
level.
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